
S. No. MF VARIETY APPLICATION

1 TNPL Ultra White Maplitho / Print Vista A premium product with superior brightness and opacity for high resolution, multi-colour 

printing. It is an ideal product for high-end printing segments like diaries, calendars, 

annual reports, brochures and catalogues.

2 TNPL Elegant Maplitho A high bright paper with excellent visual appeal and good surface properties. It is best 

suited for printing of diaries, calendars, posters, annual reports and quality text books, 

etc.

3 Hi-Tech Maplitho With a pleasant shade and improved optical properties, hi-tech maplitho is an 

economical product for quality multi colour printing on high speed web offset printing 

machines. The product has been an ideal choice amongst the computer stationery, 

notebook and calendar manufacturers.

4 TNPL Pigment Paper Super surface sized product with light weight coated properties. An ideal grade suitable 

for multi color high speed sheet and web offset printing machines.

5 Radiant Printing (Platinum) A surface sized paper with good strength and visual appearance. This product is the 

customer’s choice for printing of textbooks, student notebooks, brochures and 

commercial grade printing.

6 Ace Marvel An innovative product for different end-applications such as "thermal and carbonless 

coating", notebooks and computer stationery. Ace marvel + is specially treated for lint 

free high quality and high speed 4 colour offset printing.

7 TNPL Copier A widely known copier paper conforming to international standards. This copier paper is 

offered in 80 and 75 GSM. It is available in a4, a3 and legal sizes. Operationally well 

accepted for high-speed copying by virtue of its excellent dimensional stability. The 

product is offered in moisture proof attractive convenient packs.

8 Creamwove This is a product for "low end-high quality" printing. It is ideal for examination papers, 

text books, students exercise notebooks and a wide range of stationery.

9 Eezee Write Ready-to-use cut sized writing paper offered in convenient and shrink wrapped packing. 

It is converted to perfect dimensions in an online sheeting machine of international 

repute. This bright writing paper with a smooth finish is an ideal choice for writing. The 

product is offered in two sizes viz. 33.5 x 42.0 cm and 34.5 x 43.0 cm in reams of 500 

sheets.

10 Eco-friendly Soft-bound Notebooks TNPL notebooks are made from bright, strong and smooth paper encased between 

attractive wrappers in multi colour trendy designs. The durable binding is the best in the 

market. The popular sizes and affordable price are the students’ delight. Each notebook 

propagates eco - friendly message to the student community.
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